
SACRED SPACE 

‘HaRI’ VALUES 
We believe in the core values of Happi-
ness, Responsibility and Integrity and 
our endeavor is to instill these core val-
ues in students to enable them to 
achieve holistic growth and develop a 
charming personality. In order to sup-
port the HaRI values, we have 61 best 
practices. https://
www.nsnschools.com/best-practice/  
Social contribution is an integral part of 
NSN as we believe in giving to society. 
https:/www.nsnschools.com/social-

contribution/. 
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N S N GROUP OF SCHOOLS 

     MISSION STATEMENT  

To provide wholesome education, in a conducive environment, to all 
classes of society, that nurtures values, develops social and leadership 
skills, enhances experiential learning, leading to development of 21st 
century skills, focuses on internationalism, provides opportunities to 
discover self, to unleash their potential and achieve breakthroughs, be
-come smart and confident NSNites and contribute to the society as a 
responsible citizen. 

EDITOR'S NOTE 
 
The phrase 'sharing and caring' is not just a cliche, but a 
profound truth that signifies the essence of human rela-
tionships. Sharing not only involves giving away re-
sources, but also expresses concern, acknowledges 
needs, and shows willingness to help, encompassing 
time, knowledge, and experiences. 'Charity begins at 
home' goes the saying. The habit of sharing and caring is 
developed over the years, motivated by parental or famili-
al love.  
             Cont’d….. 



By practicing sharing and caring in our daily lives, we contribute to creating a 
more harmonious and supportive community, where everyone feels valued 
and supported. 
 
NSN encourages children to contribute to society at a young age, through the 
Santa Bag Activity, where our KG children share chocolates and toys with 
their counterparts in orphanages; and through the school’s social contribu-
tions to assist nearby schools, in building restrooms and renovating class-
rooms. Sharing fosters self-development by understanding others' needs, fos-
tering selflessness, humility, and empathy, ultimately leading to a well-
adjusted adulthood. 

                          
               Sujatha Jayaprakash 

PRIMARY SPORTS MEET - NSN MEMORIAL SCHOOL 

 

The Primary Annual Sports Meet of NSN Memorial 

School was held on 1.2.'24, at the MIT Ground. Ms. 

Jayashree Venkatraman, Principal of Agurchund 

Manmull Jain School, Meenambakkam, and Ms. 

Harshini Saravanan, Tamil Nadu State Record holder 

in Long Jump, were the Chief Guest and Guest of 

Honour, respectively. The inauguration featured an opening march past, led 

by the talented school band, state players, and synchronized Hoops Drill for 

class I and II, followed by Karate for class III to V. The programme had a stun-

ning display of Maverick Fit kids, the physical literacy program, a Silambam 

presentation, and an elaborate performance by the school band. Students par-

ticipated in all the track events with great zeal, and spirit of sportsmanship. 

The closing ceremony began with a yoga display, followed by a vibrant Japa-

nese dance, and the closing march past. The Chief Guest and the Guest of 

Honour addressed the gathering, and appreciated the students for their per-

formances, and also reinforced the importance of sports and fitness. The 

champions were honoured with shields for their achievements, by the Chief 

Guest and Guest of Honour.  



ANNUAL SPORTS MEET - NSN MEMORIAL (HIGH SCHOOL) 
 
NSN Memorial Senior Secondary School celebrated the An-
nual Sports Meet on 2.2.'24. The Chief Guest 
Ms. Sapna Sankhla, the Principal of RMK International 
Residential Senior Secondary School, and the Guest of 
Honour, Mr. Naveen Kumar, an accomplished hockey play-
er, graced the occasion. The event kicked off with a majestic 
march past resonating with our school band, and the cere-
monious lighting of the torch. The diverse array of track events showcased the 
distinct talents of the students, enduring the spirit of sportsmanship. The cul-
tural bonanza  showcased students’ talents through an umbrella drill, a kinet-
ic karate demonstration, a spectacular silambam demo, a dazzling dance per-
formance, an astounding yoga, and band demo. The solemn occasion conclud-
ed with a lively closing ceremony, with applause and awards to the winners, 
who were honoured with medals and certificates. The Chief Guest and the 
Guest of Honour addressed the gathering, emphasising the significance of 
sports in promoting a healthy lifestyle, and fostering community spirit. 

ANNUAL SPORTS MEET - NSN MATRIC SCHOOL 
 

On 3.2.’24, NSN Matric hosted its 55th Annual Sports Meet, a 
day filled with fervour and excitement, experienced amidst 
shrills and cheers. The Chief Guest for the day was Ms. R. 
Meena Mehta, Principal, Kola Saraswathi Vaishnav Secondary 
School, and the Guest of Honour was Dr. Nagarajan, Sports 

Manager, Special Olympics, Asia Pacific Region. The event unfolded with a 
grand opening march past, by the 52 state players, scouts and guides, JRC, 
and the four houses, to the music played by the school band. The audience 
next witnessed a diverse range of display by the students- aerobics, 
silambam, karate, and  western dance. The displays made way 
for the highly awaited athletic events, where competitiveness 
soared high among students. The closing ceremony included the 
Maverick Fit Kids Demo, mass yoga, and the school band, 
showcasing the students' versatility and talent. The festivities 
culminated with the closing March past, symbolising the con-
clusion of a successful Sports Meet. Prizes were awarded to the winners.  
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The Chief Guest and the Guest of Honour addressed 
the gathering. Their reflections served as an inspira-
tion, offering a glimpse into the transformative journey 
that education and active participation in various ac-
tivities can offer.  

WELLNESS DAY - WORLD CANCER DAY  
 

The students of the Fab & Fit Wellness Club went on a 

campaign to classes VI - IX, on 2.2.'24, to create an aware-

ness on the need for a healthy diet and lifestyle, as proac-

tive steps towards cancer prevention, and to keep the dead-

ly disease at bay.  

'I CAN' Session of mahatria FOR THE STUDENTS OF Std X,  AND XII on 
9.2.'24 (NSN MEMORIAL)  
Std XI & XII on 15. 2.'24 and 19.2.'24 ( NSN MATRIC)  
 

Motivational sessions for X, XI, and XII students were conduct-

ed to boost their self-confidence before their Board exam. 

The students were educated on the guidelines for the Board 

examinations, by the Controller of Examinations. Our Corre-

spondent Ms. Chitra Prasad, encouraged the students to put in 

extra effort to take care of their health and stay active. She added that only 

through Consistent Directed Self-motivated Intelligent Effort (CDSIE) they can 

achieve greatness. The Principals encouraged the pupils to perform well in the 

board examinations. They watched mahatria's video on 'I CAN,' to inculcate in 

them a sense of fervor, zest, and enthusiasm. When the pupils repeatedly 

heard mahatria's enchanting voice saying "FIST UP," their spir-

its were lifted and re-vitalised. This exhilarating activity was 

followed by Tips for examination and  a 11-minute guided 

meditation in NSN Memorial School as well as NSN Matric 

School. 



SESSION ON VARICOSE VEINS 
 

A session was conducted by the staff nurse on ‘Varicose Veins’ 
for all the mentors, to educate them on its management and 

treatment, explaining the causes, symptoms, treatment, home 

remedies, and prevention tips, which included eating healthy 

food, which NSN always insists on. The causes 

and symptoms for varicose veins were elaborated through a 

PPT.  Lifestyle factors like prolonged sitting, obesity, and lack of 

physical exercise, can cause varicose veins. A video showed ex-

ercises to increase blood circulation. The staff gained insights 

into its diagnosis and treatment. 

FAREWELL FOR STD XII 
 
The std XI students of NSN Memorial School, bid adieu to 
their std XII peers on 3.2.'24, expressing gratitude, and 
wishing them success in their future endeavours. The stu-
dents of std XI, showcased teamwork and organisational 
skills, by taking on diverse responsibilities, including deco-
ration, refreshments, and cultural events for the farewell 
party. An opening video for the cultural performance was 

followed by an entertaining drama. A lovely poem featuring images and videos 
of the std XII students was read, taking the audience on a nostalgic visual 
journey. A touching farewell song followed. A few of the std XII students 
shared their journey in NSN. Customised laminated caricature photos with a 
positive remark from the class teacher, along with a lucky bottle containing 
fortune messages, were given as mementos to each XII std student, adding a 
unique and memorable touch to the event. 
 

BRAINSTORMING SESSION 

On 6.2.'24, the students of VI-VIII participated in a brainstorm-

ing session on 'Ways to Manage Household Solid Waste', gener-

ating innovative ideas, and practical strategies 

for efficient waste management. Solutions in-

cluded using vermi-compost, avoiding single-use containers, 

and limiting plastic and paper usage, through awareness pro-

grammes, which enhanced their critical thinking skills. 



NABET SURVEILLANCE - NSN MATRIC SCHOOL 
 

NSN Matric school underwent NABET surveillance on 5.2.'24 and 6.2.'24. 
The  NABET surveillance process includes document reviews, interaction with 
stakeholders, and analysis of performance data. The surveillance was headed 
by the lead assessor, Dr. Senthil D. Kumar, the Principal of TI School, the co-
assessor was Mrs. Lakshmi Prabha, the Principal of Prasan Vidhya Mandir, 
and Mr. Sankara Narayanan, the observer from TI School. All the processes 
were assessed, and interactions were held with process owners, parents, and 
students. Areas of strength and areas of improvement were identified, and in-
puts were given to enhance each process. Impressed by the strategies of our 
higher secondary teachers, the std XII students of Prasan Vidhya Mandir 
came to our school, to experience the teaching strategies for science and 
math, which added a feather to our cap, for benchmarking in the teaching-
learning process. Based on the findings of the surveillance, corrective actions 
were recommended to the school to enhance compliance with the prescribed 
standards.  

NABET SURVEILLANCE -  NSN MEMORIAL SCHOOL 
 
The NABET surveillance for NSN Memorial School took place on 13.2.'24 and 
14.2.'24. The lead assessor was Dr. Senthil D. Kumar, Principal of TI Schools, 
Ambattur, and Ms. Jailaxmi was the co-assessor. The school was assessed in 
the following domains: school governance, education and support processes, 
and performance measurement and improvement. The assessors met all the 
process owners, who shared the continual improvements and preventive ac-
tions taken in the process. The assessors highlighted the strengths of the 
school. The school was appreciated for the growth shown in all the key areas. 
The two-day physical visit by QCI-NABET culminated with a brief feedback by 
the lead assessor, on the strengths of the school and the areas of improve-
ment, to scale higher. The assessors highly appreciated the efforts taken by 
the school to align with NABET standards.  The visit served to ensure the con-
tinual improvement of all the processes at NSN. 



TRASH TO TREASURE: A SUSTAINABLE JOURNEY 
 

NSN Memorial School was honoured as one of the 15 re-

gional winners in the 'Sustainability and Waste' project of the 

WIPRO EARTHIAN PROJECT, where a team of six students 

from Grade 11, along with two guide mentors, focused on 

sustainability and waste management. Out of over 1200 projects submitted 

nationwide, 90 were shortlisted from Tamilnadu, with 15 of them being recog-

nized as regional winners. The winning team was presented with certificates 

and a memento for the school. The felicitation ceremony took place on 8.2.’24, 
at the CPR Environmental Education Center in Alwarpet. The concept of the 

"R’s of waste” was explored, and an alternative to harmful plastics was devised 
to address packaging issues. A practical model to recycle waste paper was de-

veloped. To raise awareness, a short film depicting a bleak future resulting 

from inadequate waste management practices, was produced by the students. 

During dispersal at school, an awareness campaign was or-

ganized, where pamphlets were distributed and interviews 

conducted with experienced individuals. Additionally, stu-

dents participated in the lake walk organized by the 

“Chitlapakkam Rising” NGO, to make a collective impact. 

Through these initiatives, students  gained a deeper under-

standing of the significance of effective waste management, 

and successfully raised awareness within the community. 



FIELD TRIP TO DAKSHINA CHITRA  
 
On 9.2.'24, students of std VI to IX of the Heritage Club, em-
barked on an enriching visit to  Dakshina Chitra,  a renowned 
heritage village in Chennai. The village features a diverse col-
lection of traditional South Indian houses, a village set up, 

and tools used for various occupations. The stu-
dents had the opportunity to observe the arti-
sans, who demonstrated traditional crafts like pottery, weaving, 
basket-making and wood-carving. Students enjoyed the enlight-
ening trip to Dakshina Chitra, immersing themselves in heritage 
treasures. They explored ancient architecture, folk arts, and rich 
traditions, leaving them in awe of our heritage. 

 

CLUB DAY - 6   

On 9.2.'24, the sixth Club Day was held. The students 

from grades VI to IX enthusiastically took part in the vari-

ous activities. The purpose of the day was to highlight dif-

ferent clubs and their events, and inspire students to look 

into, and participate in extracurricular activities beyond 

academics. Through enthralling performances, and motivational conversa-

tions, the event encouraged student activities, and intellectual curiosity. It 

gave pupils priceless chances for all-round growth, beyond 

the confines of the classroom, demonstrating the school's 

dedication to producing well-rounded people, capable of 

handling the difficulties of the contemporary world. 



TREE OF JOY  

The theme for this month's 'Tree of Joy' is 'Sharing & Caring.' 

True happiness comes from thinking beyond oneself, and focus-

ing on others. By giving to others, we can achieve more for our-

selves. Students shared their expressions on how they plan to 

help others, on a sticky note and pinned it on the tree. 

THINKROOM DAY 

 

Thinkroom Day was conducted for std. IV to VIII on 

12.2.'24. The students were able to explore the technical 

skills and present the projects. They gained programming 

and communication skill, which increased their confi-

dence level during project presentation. The Chief Guest Mr. Bala, appreciated 

the students, and motivated them to do well in the future. 

DEAR TIME 

Drop Everything and Read (DEAR) helps boost the students' habits of reading 

for enjoyment. It is believed that encouraging pupils to read for pleasure will 

increase their enthusiasm in reading books, and help them form good reading   

habits. 



NATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY - SPECIAL  ASSEMBLY  
 

On 12.2.’24, a special assembly on National Women's Day, 
commemorated the achievements and contributions of women 

throughout history. The event showcased the life and legacy 

of Sarojini Naidu, the Nightingale of India, with a powerful 

speech delivered by a student, highlighting the significance of 

National Women's Day, and throwing light on the struggles 

and triumphs of women globally. Students recited one of her poems, ' The In-

dian Weavers,' and portrayed her various roles as a respected poet, freedom 

fighter, President of the Indian National Congress, and 

champion of women's empowerment. The portrayal of Saro-

jini Naidu, provided a visual and historical context, allowing 

students to gain a deeper understanding of her role in In-

dia's Independence Movement. Informative display of plac-

ards that conveyed essential information about Sarojini Nai-

du, served as educational tools, enriching the overall experi-

ence and fostering a sense of appreciation for the historical 

figure.  

WOW DAY 
 
On 12.2.'24, the students of NSN Memorial School celebrat-
ed WOW Day with great enthusiasm. The atmosphere was 
filled with excitement as the students began with the “WOW 
Chant”.  They shared their amazing journeys by writing on 
sticky notes, and reflecting on their experiences. The stu-
dents were divided into six groups, which worked on various 
topics such as time management, mindfulness, self-love, friendship, gratitude, 
and self-discovery ("I am Unique"). Each group presented a three-minute skit 
showcasing their creative thinking skills. Each performance was met with 
feedback from both teachers and peers, enriching the event. The WOW Day 
activities witnessed enthusiastic participation from students across all grades. 
The event inspired students to embrace their potential, cultivate meaningful 
relationships, and strive for personal excellence in all aspects of their lives. 



KG TALENT SHOW - STORY TIME 
 

Stories always give wings to one's imagination, and take 

us to places beyond the boundaries of the physical 

world. During the Talent show, kindergarten children 

narrated stories like ' The monkey and the cap-seller', 

'The thirsty crow', 'The ant and the grasshopper' etc., 

Some of them presented their stories with beautiful faci-

al expressions and voice modulation. The little narrators used props like pup-

pets, flash cards and story books. The oratory and presentation skills of tiny 

tots were outstanding. The event aimed at encouraging young children to ex-

press themselves, and foster a love for storytelling from a young age. 

SPELL BEE CONTEST 

The Spell Bee contest was an educational and exciting event 

that showcased the spelling prowess of students of classes III–
VIII, who actively participated in three rounds. Participants 

competed in grade-wise categories, ensuring a fair and balanced 

competition. The grand finale took place on 20.2.'24, and con-

sisted of different rounds, that tested the aspirants’ knowledge 
of palindromes, homophones, synonyms, and word boggle. 

Participating in the Spell Bee Contest provided students with a 

valuable learning opportunity, beyond just spelling. They ex-

panded their vocabulary, improved their language skills, and 

gained confidence in public speaking. 

JOY OF LOVING 
 

On 14.2.'24, Valentine's Day is observed as 'Joy of Loving' at 
NSN. Students wrote letters of love and gratitude to someone 
who has played a significant role in their life, someone whom 
they admire, other than their parents. 
Celebrating the joy of loving, is a heart-

warming and meaningful experience for students. It en-
courages them to express their emotions and appreciation 
for the people who have positively influenced them. 



TRADITIONAL DAY -LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY OF INDIA 
 

On 22.2.'24, the students conducted an awareness campaign 

on ‘Linguistic Diversity in India.’ They visited classes  VI to IX, 
and demonstrated how to greet in 20 different Indian lan-

guages. The students explained the significance of the unique 

traditions and customs of the people in India. This campaign 

helped the students learn the values of cultural heritage. 

TRITIYA SOPAN TEST CAMP 

The Tritiya Sopan Test Camp was organised by St. Thomas 

Mount district, on 16.02.’24 and 17.02.’24. Nearly 28 
schools participated in the camp. From NSN Matric School, 

9 scouts and 20 guides attended the two day test camp. 

They had to revise and write the Pravesh test. On the sec-

ond day, instructions were given for the preparation of the 

log book. The camp provided a platform for them, to showcase their proficien-

cy in various scouting skills, including knot tying, first aid, navigation, camp-

ing techniques, and pioneering. Students were evaluated, based on their prac-

tical demonstration of these skills, ensuring a comprehensive assessment of 

their scouting abilities. The Tritiya Sopan Test Camp was a fulfilling and en-

riching experience, that empowered participating scouts to advance in their 

scouting journey, towards higher levels of proficiency and leadership, in the 

Movement. 



CUBS AND BULBULS, SCOUTS & GUIDES, & JRC ANNUAL DAY 
 

The Cubs and Bulbuls, Scouts and Guides, and JRC cele-

brated their Annual Day on 24.2.’24. Mr. Victor, the District 
Organising Commissioner of Chengalpet was the Chief Guest, 

who was welcomed by the colour party, followed by the sa-

lutes and greetings of the three uniformed troops. The Bunny 

projects, and gadget display were well presented. Peppy songs 

by the Cubs and Bulbuls in four Indian languages, a very informative skit in 

English, which gave an insight on the journey of a scout, and the procedures 

in a camp, a lilting folk song in Bengali, an exuberant performance on the 

various dance forms of India, a Tamil skit shedding light on one of the scout 

laws, 'A scout loves nature,' a celebratory tribal bamboo dance, set to the 

rhythmic beat of drums, reflecting the symbolism of the tribe they represent-

ed, and a mime on the theme 'Save Trees,' garnered praise 

from the audience. The grand finale was the camp-fire with 

songs sung merrily by the students. The Annual Day in-

stilled in the students, an attitude of staying together, shar-

ing and caring, and reiterated the need to uphold the motto 

of their respective troops.  

ALL FAITH PRAYER  

The "All Faith Prayer" is a universal prayer often recited by members of the 

Scouts and Guides Movement worldwide. It is inclusive and respects the di-

verse beliefs of individuals from different religious backgrounds. It was held in 

our school on 26.2.'24. 



RHAPSODY ROCKS 
 

‘Rhapsody Rocks' is an event conducted by Rhapsody, an art 
integration program, for KG - std II, to bring out education- 

based, art and craft talent in children. Topics were given to 

children, for which they could do any kind of art, craft, chart, 

model etc with the guidance of the parent. The topic for LKG & UKG was, 

'Sense Organs,' for std I, it was ‘Patterns,’ and for std II it was ‘Space and 
Planets.’ 

NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY - NSN MEMORIAL SCHOOL 
 

National Science Day, celebrated on 28.02.’24, commemorates Sir C V Ra-
man's discovery of the RAMAN EFFECT. Students from 

Std III to IX, and XI participated in projects on topics 

like energy conservation, climate change, waste man-

agement, and space science. They created models, such 

as AI, recycling robots, and AI-based forest fire detec-

tion. Class XI students presented models of satellites, 

space stations, and astronauts, and participated in panel discussions on as-

tronaut life styles, opportunities, and satellite uses. An assessment was con-

ducted to assess their understanding. Videos on the award winning projects in 

various inter-school competitions were shown, where our prize winners shared 

their experiences. 

GUEST LECTURE BY MR.BOOMINADHAN P K 
 

On the National Science Day, NSN Memorial students 
attended a guest lecture on Space Technology by the 
Retd. scientist, Mr. Boominadhan P.K. He discussed 
rocket and satellite launching stages, advantages of sol-
id propellant and cryogenic fuels, and various disci-

plines involved in satellite launching, and opportunities 
in various fields.  



NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY - NSN MATRIC SCHOOL 
 

On 28.02.’24 the National Science Day was celebrated 
with a host of activities. The students 

celebrated the day with enthusiasm, dis-

playing projects and participating in 

STEM LAB events to foster curiosity and innovation.  

A guest lecture by Dr. S. Ilakkiya (Aerospace engineer) from MIT was orga-
nized for the students of Std VI-VIII on the principles and propulsion of rock-
ets. A worksheet on the topics was done by the students. 

CLASS TOPIC PROJECTS 

III SOLAR SYSTEM Planets, types of constella-
tions, Indian astronauts and 
their contributions. 

IV ENERGY AND ITS SOURCES Types of energy, renewable 
and non-renewable resources 

V NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL 
SATELLITES, OUR LIFE SUP-
PORTS 

Satellites, phases of moon, 
properties of air-experiments, 
purification of water 

VI WATER MANAGEMENT Rain water harvesting, recy-
cling process, water disposal 
systems, slogans or conserva-
tion of water,experiments on 
checking salinity of water 

VII CHEMISTRY IN EVERYDAY 
LIFE 

Types of fuels, making of ce-
ment, glass, drugs, dyes, etc., 

VIII UNIVERSE AND SPACE SCI-
ENCE 

Working of rockets, contribu-
tions of Indian Scientists in 
the space technology 

IX UPCYCLING PLASTICS Display of upcycled plastics, 
resin codes of plastics, im-
portance of 3R, Campaign 

against plastic usage, slogan 
writing, etc., 



BOUQUET OF THANKS 
 

Every year, on the 28th of February, it's the 'BOUQUET OF 

THANKS' Day at the NSN Group of Schools. The day coin-

cides with the birthday of NSN's founder, Smt. Lalitha 

Menon. Celebrating the 'Bouquet of Thanks' on her birth-

day, is more than apt, as she is a philanthropist to the 

core, and an icon of benevolence. This year also, the 

'Bouquet of Thanks' was a colourful affair at NSN. Students were trained to 

host the entire show in the vernacular language. The chief guests of the day 

were the entire support staff, who came in their best attire. Each one was wel-

comed with words of appreciation and gratitude for the services rendered, es-

corted by two students on to the stage, where children gifted them handmade 

bouquets of love, a big Thank You card, and a gift, as a token of  their pro-

found love, amidst thunderous applause and cheering. In return, the support 

staff conveyed their thanks to the Management, Principal, 

teachers and students, for all the love showered on them, 

which was over-whelming. A sumptuous lunch was hosted  

to celebrate the day. It was an opportune moment, to con-

sider the profound impact that thankfulness can bring to 

both the giver, and the receiver.  

SWACCH BHARAT ABHIYAN -CLEAN MY SCHOOL CAMPAIGN 
 

In an effort to maintain a tidy environment, and foster a 
sense of social and communal responsibility, the Swacch 
Bharat campaign is held every Friday, when students and 
teachers of each house, clean the classrooms, and other allot-
ted areas in the school, to maintain a pristine environment. 
 

Dharma House     9.2.'24 

Karuna House    16.2.'24 

Sathya House     22.2.'24 



YOUNG ACHIEVERS 
 
WORLD RECORD IN MATH 
 

We are thrilled to applaud Master S.PRAVEEN of Std IV 'A', 

NSN Matriculation Higher Secondary School, for his remarka-

ble performance in solving two sums of 100 digits by two 

rows, in six minutes, and achieving the title of 'YOUNG GE-

NIUS', thereby entering  THE RAABA BOOK OF WORLD REC-

ORDS. He was trained by Mrs. Vigneshwari of MATH GYM- 

CHENNAI & THIRUNELVELI. We extend our heartfelt wishes to Master S. 

Praveen for scaling even greater heights in all his future endeavors!! 

A REPORT ON THE WORDSWORTH ORIENTATION SESSION 
 

The WORDSWORTH LANGUAGE LAB Orientation was 

held on 26.02.’24 at NSN Memorial School. The facilita-
tor, Mr. Mageshwaran, introduced the English mentors 

to the application. WORDSWORTH is a portal where stu-

dents learn fluency, pronunciation, intonation, vocabu-

lary, grammar, and LSRW skills. It works based on the Common European 

Framework of Reference (CEFR) which is connected with Cambridge, Oxford, 

and the British Council. The program has eight levels starting from the Foun-

dation Course to the Upper Intermediate level, which in turn has many mod-

ules that focus on specific skills of students. The main features of the program 

and the different classes for which the modules can be used, were elaborated 

upon by the resource person. The features of each module and its usage were 

demonstrated. 



YOUNG AUTHORS  
 

The WOW Book Project 2023, is an endeavour by the National best-selling au-

thor Ms. Megha Bajaj. The contest was open to students above 11 years of 

age, to publish their story, to be part of ‘One Beautiful Book on Love,’ to be 
mentored by Ms. Megha Bajaj, and become the youngest authors.  The objec-

tive was to empower students towards writing, in an era where social media 

dominates. Fifteen students from the NSN Group of Schools, were selected as 

authors for the book '111 stories on Love,’ a Global Community Project. Their 
stories were chosen for the rich content and powerful penmanship. Kudos to 

our young authors!! 

LITTLE STARS OF NSN 
 

A Genius Dheeran Vimal of LKG - This young genius is able 

to solve 61 mathematical problems and activities in 7 

minutes and 15 seconds and has been   registered in Kalam's 

World Records. He had also received Kalam's World record 

when he was two years old. He understands prime, odd, even 

& ascending descending concepts. He  can orally identify  numbers upto a 

crore. He is confident with addition, subtraction, multiplication & long divi-

sion of 2 digit numbers and is now learning percentage in mathematics. He 

can identify Roman letters & can calculate the final price of items in the shop.   

Magizhandi of LKG - This young reader can read any story 
book flawlessly. She is a gifted child who excels in all her 
subjects.  



Certificates for full 
attendance for  

KG to XII 
2960 

Certificates for 
Book Review for  

I  to VIII 
1696 

PROMPT SUBMISSION  
( STD I to VIII ) 

TOTAL  1805 

FULL SCORE IN DICTATION AND 
MENTAL MATH  
( STD I to VIII) 

TOTAL 109 



      OUR SPELL BEE CHAMPIONS    

VICTORY BEYOND BOUNDS 
 

HONORING OUR ZONAL, DISTRICT & STATE LEVEL WINNERS 

     OUR TALENTED BAND STUDENTS 



ACHIEVEMENTS and ACCOLADES: 

NAME CLASS
/DIV 

SCHOOL EVENT PRIZE 

1) S. GOVARDHAN 

 
VIII B 

NSN Mat. Hr. 
Sec School 

STATE LEVEL TENNIS 
SINGLES  

I PLACE 

2) SRIVATHSAN S 

 
II - C 

NSN Mat. Hr. 
Sec School 

SPELL BEE CONTEST I PRIZE 

3) SRI KANNAN Y 

 
II - B 

NSN Mat. Hr. 
Sec School 

SPELL BEE CONTEST II PRIZE 

4) ASANYA ARIVALAGAN 

 
I- C 

NSN Mat. Hr. 
Sec School 

SPELL BEE CONTEST III PRIZE 

5) BHAVESH S 

 
IV - B 

NSN Mat. Hr. 
Sec School 

SPELL BEE CONTEST I PRIZE 

6) SHARVESHWARAA S U 

 
V - A 

NSN Mat. Hr. 
Sec. School 

SPELL BEE CONTEST II PRIZE 

7) SAILESH KUMAR SS 

 
III - A 

NSN Mat. Hr. 
Sec School 

SPELL BEE CONTEST III PRIZE 

8) HANU VARDHAN  A 

 
VIII - A 

NSN Mat Hr. Sec 
School 

SPELL BEE CONTEST I PRIZE 



NAME CLASS
/DIV 

SCHOOL EVENT PRIZE 

9) YOGESH S 
VIII B NSN Mat. 

Hr. Sec 
School 

SPELL BEE 
CONTEST 

II PRIZE 

10) JESSICA RACHEL S  
VII B NSN Mat. 

Hr. Sec 
School 

SPELL BEE 
CONTEST 

III PRIZE 

11) PRAGATHI 
 
IV C  

 
NSN ME-
MORIAL 

ELOCUTION 
COMPETITION 

I PLACE 

12) HARINI LISERENGAN N 

 
 
III I 

 
 
NSN ME-
MORIAL 

GLOBAL ART 
ACADEMY 
DRAWING COM-
PETITION 

RUNNER-UP 

13) JEYASARAH 

 
 
III I 

 
 
NSN ME-
MORIAL 

GLOBAL ART 
ACADEMY 
DRAWING COM-
PETITION 

WINNER 

14) VISHWAK SAI G  
15) SHAZANA MARIYAM I 
16) NITHILA A  
17)ABHISHEK B  
18) SAATVIKA S  

III E 
IV G 
V E 
V G 
V G  

 
 
NSN ME-
MORIAL 

SOF INTERNA-
TIONAL-CYBER 
OLYMPIAD EX-
AM RESULTS 

GOLD MEDAL OF EX-
CELLENCE 

19) DHEERAN VIMAL  

 
 
 
 
LKG I  

 
 
 
 
NSN ME-
MORIAL 

SOLVING MAXI-
MUM OF 61 
MATHEMATICAL 
SUMS AND ACTIV-
ITIES IN THE 
LEAST TIME OF 7 
MINUTES, CON-
DUCTED BY 
KALAM'S WORLD 

RECORDS.  

WORLD RECORD LEG-
END AWARD 

20) SANJANA S  

 
 
II C  

 
 
NSN ME-
MORIAL 

ECMAS ABA-
CUS MENTAL 
ARITHEMTIC 
SYSTEM 2024  

CHAMPION-II TROPHY 
 

21) SADHANA  

 
 
IV D  

 
 
NSN ME-
MORIAL 

ECMAS ABA-
CUS MENTAL 
ARITHMETIC 
SYSTEM 2024  

CHAMPION-I TROPHY 



NAME CLASS
/DIV 

SCHOOL EVENT PRIZE 

22) NIHIRA N 
23) JAI ADITHYA S 

24) SHRADDHA KAMAKSHI 

II I 
II H 
I B  

NSN MEMO-
RIAL 

SPELL BEE  I PRIZE 
II PRIZE 
III PRIZE  

25) ASHWIN SUDHAN 
26) ANANYA N 

27) DIVYA KRITI 

IV F 
V F 
V E  

NSN MEMO-
RIAL 

SPELL BEE I PRIZE 
II PRIZE 
III PRIZE 

28) RITHIK S S  

 
 
 
VIII A  

 
 
 
NSN MEMO-
RIAL 

INTER-
SCHOOL KA-
RATE TOUR-
NAMENT BY  
KEN BU KAI 

KARATE 
ACADEMY  

 
           
FIRST PLACE  

 
29) NANDHA K 
30) VARUN ADITHAN  R 
31) RAVI RAGHAVENDRA A 
32) HARINI S M 

 
VI D 
VII H 
VIII A 
IX A 

 
NSN MEMO-
RIAL 

SOF INTERNA-
TIONAL-
CYBER OLYM-
PIAD EXAM 
RESULTS 

GOLD MEDAL OF EX-
CELELNCE 

33) DINESH MANIKANDAN 

 
IX D 

 
NSN MEMO-
RIAL 

SOF INTERNA-
TIONAL-
CYBER OLYM-
PIAD EXAM 
RESULTS 

GIFTS WORTH 
RS.500/- AND MED-
AL OF DISTINCTION 

34) SINDHU SREE K 

 
 
XI D 

 
 
NSN MEMO-
RIAL 

12th NATION-
AL SCHOOLS 
(UNDER -17 
GIRLS ) CHESS 
CHAMPION-
SHIP –2024 

WINNER - 
REPRESENTING IN-
DIA IN THE ASIAN 
SCHOOLS CHESS 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

35) RANJANI K 
36) SATHVIKA VARSAA B S 
37) GAURIA 

VIII F 
VIII D 
VII A 

NSN MEMO-
RIAL 

SPELL BEE 
CONTEST 

I PRIZE 
II PRIZE 
III PRIZE 

38) DHANYATHA M K 
39) TRISHMA A MON 

 
 
 
XI D 
IX C 

 
 
 
NSN MEMO-
RIAL 

10th SOUTH 
ZONE SENIOR 
NATIONAL 
ATYA PATYA 
CHAMPION-
SHIP (MEN 
AND WOMEN) 

 
 
 
THIRD PLACE 



CONNECT WITH US 

NSN is proud to connect with 

the alumni who have placed 

NSN on the world map. It is 

always a pleasure and a mo-

ment of pride to hear from 

our alumni. 

Google us: 
https://

www.nsnschools.com 
 
Send us your testimonials: 

nsnmemtml@gmail.com 

nsncpttml@gmail.com 

Follow us: 

Chromepet: 
https://
www.instagram.com/
nsnschoolcpt/ 
 
Memorial: 
https://
www.instagram.com/
nsnmemorial/ 

Like us: 
Chromepet: 
 
https://
www.facebook.com/NSN-
Chromepet-
1592419064336404/ 
 
Memorial: 
https://
www.facebook.com/NSN-
Memorial-
448483598881140/?
ref=page_internal 
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